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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO TRY 
WHEN LISTENING TO CHILDREN READ 

1. Neurological Impress Method (NIM) Reading – adult 
reads a story or passage out loud while the child echoes the 
words behind the adult. Adult tracks the reading with finger 
while the child reads slightly behind (Normally pointing to 
the words is not encouraged, but in this instance it supports 
children to read more difficult texts). Adult reads at a normal 
reading pace. This strategy allows the child to hear a model 
of good reading. 

2. Echo Reading – adult reads a sentence, paragraph or page 
and then the child rereads (echoes) the sentence or page. 

3. Shared Reading– adult and child take turns at reading. 
Negotiate to read a paragraph each or a page or even a 
sentence, depending on the level of support required. 

4. Paired Reading – adult and child read the same text 
together. Each have their own copy of the same text.

CHILDREN CHOOSING BOOKS – things to consider when 
‘hooking’ children into books

 > Interests

 > Topic

 > Author

 > Genre

 > Illustrator

 > Novelty

This material has been adapted from U-CAN READ Literacy Intervention Program, which 
was a former joint project of University of Canberra and the ACT Education Directorate.

Videos of these approaches are available 
at www.read4success.com.au



AN ESSENTIAL FOR READING
Reading is always supposed to make sense. If what 
is read does not make sense, it is the reader’s job to 
figure out what is wrong and fix it.

READERS 
SUCCEED 
BECAUSE THEY:

 > read good books
 > find authors who 

inspire
 > read independently
 > laugh and find 

humour in books
 > see reading as its 

own reward
 > know the payoff 

for reading today is 
worth coming back 
for tomorrow

SUPPORTING CHILDREN 
FOR READING SUCCESS

Before Reading:
 > take a few minutes to look through 

the book together

 > talk about the pictures

 > identify difficult / unusual words

 > give an overview of the book

 > link it to interests and experiences

 > talk about the title and author

 > notice the kind of book it is

 > read the blurb

Remember: not every difficult word, event and character 
can be introduced during this time, and that is okay.

During Reading
 > give the child adequate time to ‘figure out’ unfamiliar words

 > use the prompting clues.

A Guide for Prompting

Wait  Avoid eye contact – keep looking at the word.

Say  Read on to collect more information.

  What word do you think will fit here and make sense?

  Does that make sense?

  Try that again, go back to the beginning of the sentence.

  Have a guess.

Avoid giving clues that take the reader out of the text. 
Avoid unnecessary interruptions.

Give feedback about the reading, not the reader. For example, say:

 > You did well when...

 > You used a good strategy when...

 > I noticed you used ... strategy to figure that out.

After Reading
Enjoy discussing what you and the child liked/disliked about the 
book. It should not be an interrogation. For example, simply say:

 > What was your favourite section/page?

 > What might happen next?

 > Praise the child’s reading. There is no judgement to be made 
about the reader. The feedback is about the reading. You might 
say, “I liked the way you ... read on, re-read, self-corrected.”


